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Why Should Enforcement Agencies Publicize Violations?

“Publicity is justly commended as a remedy for social and industrial diseases. Sunlight is
said to be the best of disinfectants, electric light the most efficient policemen.”

–Justice Louis Brandeis (1913)
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Why Should Enforcement Agencies Publicize Violations?

- Economic theory: do it because of incomplete information:
- Employers might be unaware they could face fines for violations

- Employers less motivated to invest in compliance if unobservable to workers, customers,
etc.

- Agency standpoint: do it because it’s
- low-cost

- not “command and control”

- Why only publicize the bad actors (i.e., “shaming”?)
- Increase salience, potential media-take-up

- Ripple effects: activate broader employer reputational concerns (general deterrence)
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OSHA’s experiment in “Regulation by Shaming”

- In 2009, OSHA began issuing press releases if issued penalties ≥ $40,000
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Local News Often Covered OSHA’s Press Releases
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Did OSHA’s press releases improve employers’ compliance?



How Can We Find Out?

- OSHA did not publicly announce the policy change to issue press releases

- A press release was likely seen by other facilities. . .
- . . . in same region (local news)

- . . . in same industry (trade pubs)

- Can measure outcomes with OSHA’s administrative data on inspections

- Ideal experiment: have OSHA randomly assign press releases to subset of violators

- $40,000 cutoff rule→ some press releases “as good as” randomly assigned
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Getting Penalized More than $40,000 Raised the Probability 
OSHA Would Write A Press Release
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When OSHA issued a press release, did other facilities in same area and industry
subsequently improve compliance?



Press Releases Improved Compliance of Peer Employers
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Press Releases Improve Compliance for Employers up to 50 km
Away
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Press Releases Had a Really Big Impact!

- A press release leads peer facilities within 50 km to improve 75% as much as if
OSHA inspected each one

- One press release deters as many violations as > 200 inspections
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Final Thoughts

- OSHA’s press releases also led to fewer worker injuries

- Larger effects on compliance in areas with robust local newspapers
- Local newspapers more likely to cover press releases than the New York Times

- Much larger effect on compliance in areas with higher labor union presence
- Workers can leverage publicity when have power to act on it

Thank you!
matthew.johnson@duke.edu
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